
U Zoo for the Classroom
When considering how to apply the U Zoo (or DiSC) in your classroom, start by looking at your own preferences and how they 
influence your teaching. Then, assess your students. How can you work to bring the elements of your classroom (Physical 
elements, philosophical elements, interpersonal elements, and programmatic elements) to an optimal place for you and your 
learners?  Remember the determining questions:



	 Outgoing or 	 	 	 Task Oriented or People Oriented	 	 	 Outgoing/Task		 Outgoing/People

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 D or Lion	 	 I or Porpoise


	 	 	 	 

	 Reserved	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Reserved/Task	 Reserved/People

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 C or Eagle	 	 S or Koala

Source: www.personality-insights.com Designed by Leader N U, LLC

Animal/DiSC Letter Ideal Environment Learning Strategies Approaches to Learning

Lion / D Lots of challenges and different 
activities. Freedom to set pace 
and priorities. Opportunities for 
advancement.

Likes to work independently, be in charge 
and share what they know. Starts with big 
picture and parameters and lots of freedom 
to work it out. 

Debates, Problem-Solving, Contests, 
Games, Independent Projects, 
Opportunities to “teach,” Building 
Models.

Motivating words: envision, speculate, 
build, assemble, brainstorm

Porpoise / I Lots of people to interact with. 
Positivity and inclusion of 
everyone. Not a lot of details or 
repetition.

Starts with imagination and use visuals. 
Likes to immediately apply new information 
and have time to interact and talk.

Improv, Drama, Videos, Songs, Group 
Projects, Creative Projects.

Motivating words: dream, pretend, 
design, discuss, collaborate, illustrate

Eagle / C Specific plans with unhurried 
time to complete the tasks. 
Clear expectations. Changes 
are slowly and carefully made.

Likes to dive deep into topics of interest and 
experiment, finding ways to improve things. 
Works well with details and time to think and 
reflect.

Research, Read & Think, Brain Teasers, 
Puzzles, Self-Instruction, Experimenting.

Motivating words: think, evaluate, 
analyze, examine, organize, improve

Koala / S Regular routine without lots of 
pressure or hurried 
assignments. Sincerity and 
consistency are key.

Likes clear expectations, building on prior 
knowledge, and examples. Works in a step-
by-step process and appreciates regular 
feedback. 

Demonstrations, Reading, Labs, Direct 
Instruction, Programmed Learning.

Motivating words: listen, observe, notice, 
suggest, prepare, make connections. 


